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Overview:

Isingle atoms as quantum building blocks

I Rydberg interactions + QIP

1) Simulation +New Frontiers

1 1. typical atoms

blue:laser cooled atoms

· often exp. use atoms
with one extra e

e.g. Li, Na, K,Rb, s,

"easy level structure"



=>Rb "Silicon of atoms"

·also 2eatoms:Yb, Sr

=> more complex level structure

=>opportunities:· optical clocks

· nuclear spin

① loadatoms

from RT vapor:picsweretoenoven)

②laser light
- cooling, trapping
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Tools:!T · vacuum tech

· Laser tech

· optics, electronics

·cameras
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3. Laser cooling:

·atoms &RT travel with unsom
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· I need to cool
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moving atom sees laser frez, shifted

by Doppler shift1w ==((k1 =B4
=>atom absorbs photon from counter-propagating
beam

① absorbtion ② emit photon

Paton=me - to Tabs Batom=it-thabtimil
· atom emits in random direction

[Remit] =0
=>atom is slowed down

·need to slow down in xy2
=>typical 6 counter propagating



Laser beams

· combination with magnetic fields

Magneto-Optical-Trap
=>spatially dependent restoring force

=>acold ensemble (cloud) of spatially
confined atoms

·Trak,v
cloud 104atoms

4trapping single atoms:
· optical dipole trap:detuned laser shifts
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X transition dipole element
& -E
E. field
of laser

Question:

1) derive the energy shift of

TLS with far off resonant light.

2)allookup the dipole element

for 53, 5B, transition

in RS

b)assume you have
law of

laser light of810nm
2

focused to Imm

calculate the energy shift

c) can this trap a look cold

atom

· Weaser (Watom ("red detuned"(
->atom is attracted to high intensity



· Weaser Watam ("blue detuned")

-> atom is repelled
It both can be used for trapping

5. trapping single atom

5 D.
me
I

->to have tight trapping need large
=>use microscope objective
(NA =2)

typ NA -0.65; x1810nm (Rb)

-> wo w500nm

· how
many

atoms trapped?
->light assisted collisions -> 0 or 1

atom
when tight focus


